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PARIS: France and Portugal got their Euro 2020 qualifica-
tion campaigns back on track with impressive wins over
Balkan pair Albania and Serbia that boosted the world and
European champions chances of making next summer’s
tournament.

France moved back top of Group H with a 4-1 thumping
of Albania thanks to a Kingsley Coman’s first international
goals in more than three years and further strikes from
Olivier Giroud and substitute Jonathan Ikone at the Stade
de France.

Iceland briefly led the standings after beating Moldova
3-0 earlier in the day, but were joined on 12 points by
Didier Deschamps side and Turkey, who needed a last
minute Ozan Tufan strike to edge Andorra 1-0, with the
French on top on goal difference.

“The balance sheet is very positive. We could have won
by more,” said Deschamps.  “We did what we had to do,
even if we relaxed a bit at the end.” The easy win was a
good end to a night that started off in bizarre fashion, with
the match kicking off late after the hosts mistakenly played
the Andorran anthem, leading to the bemused Albanian
players refusing to play until the right tune was played.

“It was a big thing. The players said they wouldn’t start
without the right anthem,” said Albania’s Italian coach
Edoardo Reja.

PORTUGAL OFF THE MARK IN SERBIA 
Portugal meanwhile are second in Group B on five

points from three games after they also struck four times
in Belgrade, with William Carvalho, Goncalo Guedes,
Cristiano Ronaldo and Bernardo Silva giving Fernando

Santos’ side a 4-2 victory that was also their first win of
the qualifying campaign.

They are eight points behind leaders Ukraine, who top
the group unbeaten having played five times after their 3-
0 drubbing of Lithuania.

However Portugal had a much trickier time than the
French, with Nikola Milenkovic and Aleksandar Mitrovic
twice pulling goals at a loud Stadion Rajko Mitic back
before Silva finally made sure of the three points four min-
utes from the end.

Tomorrow, Portugal have a chance to consolidate their
position in the group when they head to winless Lithuania,
while Serbia travel to lowly Luxembourg with both a point
behind Ronaldo and co. 

Earlier England maintained their 100 percent qualifying
record as Harry Kane’s hat-trick inspired a 4-0 demolition
of Bulgaria at Wembley. Kane has now scored 25 goals in
40 England appearances after a 25th-minute tap-in and
two second half penalties which keep his side top of
Group A with nine points from three matches, a point
ahead of Kosovo who stunned the Czech Republic with a
2-1 win.

Captain Kane also laid on Raheem Sterling for his strike
10 minutes after the break, highlighting his ability beyond
just goalscoring. “To be able to study him and the way he
works at his game, for the youngsters he’s an incredible
example. In those moments he has supreme temperament
and technique,” Southgate said of Kane.

England will have a chance to open up a gap at the top
of the group when they host Kosovo at St Mary’s stadium
in Southampton tomorrow. — AFP

France, Portugal back on track, 
England cruise in Euro qualifiers

PARIS: At its best, sport can promote international
harmony, but that was not the case at the Stade de
France where the hosts played the Andorran anthem
for the Albanian team.

The visitors refused to kick off their Euro 2020
qualifier on Saturday night. When their demand was
met, they beamed, sung, celebrated and started the
match, which they lost 4-1.  “It was a big thing,” said
Albania’s Italian coach Edoardo Reja.

Anthems, and other national symbols such as flags,
are an inescapable part of international sports.  Yet
with surprising frequency, teams solemnly lined up
for anthems register surprise or outrage when they
find “they aren’t playing our tune.”

On Saturday, the hosts played the anthem of
Andorra, the next visitor to the Stade de France, a
tune unlikely to cause political offence to anyone.
Sometimes the errors are understandable. Slovenia’s
anthem played after a Slovakian victory at the ice
hockey world championships. Other incidents have
struck a political nerve.

The often-changed Russian anthem has caused
frequent problems. Russia adopted Mikhail Glinka’s
‘Patriotic Song’ in 1991. Nine year’s later, after the
election of Vladimir Putin, Russia reverted to a modi-
fied version of the old Soviet anthem, retitled ‘State
Anthem of the Russian Federation.’ 

Russian athletes have become adept at singing the
latest version. After the wrong anthem was played at
the biathlon world championships in Hochfilzen,
Austria, in 2017 the winning quartet took a micro-
phone and sang the correct version. Two years earli-
er, Russian media, reported the women’s under 18 ice
hockey did the same at their world championships in
Buffalo.

Three years later, after the USA beat Russia in the
quarterfinals of the under-18 men’s ice hockey world
championship in Chelyabinsk in Russia, they lined up
to hear an unrecognisable and curtailed version of a
tune that might have been the Star Spangled Banner.
They responded by singing themselves.    

The 2003 Davis Cup final between Australia and
Spain almost provoked a diplomatic incident. 

The hosts hired a famed local jazz trumpeter,
James Morrison to play the anthems. When he played
the pre-civil war Himno de Riego instead of the
Marcha Real, Spain’s secretary for sport, Juan
Antonio Gomez Angulo, in Melbourne for the event,
ordered his team to refuse to start until they had
received a formal apology for “this intolerable
offence”.

In 2015, Armenian media reported drily that at
the youth championships for Sambo, in Serbia, the
Azerbaijani winner had to listen to the Armenian
national anthem. The two countries are officially
at war.

When Uruguay played Mexico in Phoenix in the
Copa America, their anthem was replaced with that of
Chile. Television images showed star striker Luis
Suarez angry on the Uruguayan bench.

Organisers blamed “human error.” It could have
been worse. At a shooting competition in Kuwait,
Kazakh winner Maria Dmitrienko listened straight-
faced to “Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for
Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan” a par-
ody anthem from the Sacha Baron Cohen film Borat
downloaded by mistake from the internet.

Sometimes it is not enough to play the right
anthem. It has to be played right. For the London
Olympics the organisers had the seemingly foolproof
idea of hiring the famous London Philharmonic
Orchestra to record all the anthems at the even more
famous Abbey Road Studios.

The reviews were not all positive. After winning a
fencing gold and hearing their anthems, the
Hungarians politely requested a change.  “The rhythm
and tones were off,” said Jeno Kamuti, chief of the
Hungarian fencing team. — AFP

When anthems strike
the wrong note at
sporting events

Germany under Euro 
2020 pressure in 
Belfast after 
Dutch debacle
HAMBURG: Joachim Loew has demanded a reaction from
his young Germany team against Group C leaders
Northern Ireland today after their recent resurgence was
cut short by their Euro 2020 qualifying 4-2 defeat to the
Netherlands.

Having come into the international break on a wave of
optimism, Loew’s side now travel to Belfast on Monday
needing a win to keep their qualification campaign on
course against a Northern Irish side yet to drop a point in

four qualifying matches. “We need to win, we need to
approach the game in such a way that we leave the pitch
as winners,” said Loew on Friday. Germany had just begun
to find their feet after a long period of recovery from their
disastrous campaign at last year’s World Cup.

The group stage exit in Russia prompted a major gen-
erational overhaul, and after three wins in a row in 2019,
Loew’s new-look young team were full of confidence
ahead of Friday’s game. 

Victory over the Dutch would have put second-placed
Germany nine points clear of their rivals and left Germany
on the brink of automatic qualification.  Instead, they now
find themselves only three points above the play-off place,
having played a game more than the Netherlands. 

“We will need to pick the young players up a bit and
give them the feeling that they can be stronger. I am sure
we will see a reaction today,” said Loew.  The Germany
coach, who was criticised for playing with a back three
and al lowing his team to sit  deep against the
Netherlands, also said that he would make tactical

changes against Northern Ireland.  “Northern Ireland
are amazingly robust, they play a lot of long balls. They
will sit deeper and we will not have much space, so we
need to think of something tactically,” he said. Loew
defended his tactics, yet the German media remained
critical on Saturday. 

Berlin daily Der Tagesspiegel warned that “lessons must
be learned” from the defeat to the Netherlands, while the
country’s biggest tabloid Bild said that “alarm bells” were
now ringing around the qualification campaign. 

Kicker magazine claimed there was “no need to panic
yet”, but Germany captain Manuel Neuer warned his side
against complacency ahead of their visit to Belfast. “We
know that anything can happen in football, we experienced
that ourselves in 2018, so it is important we take this game
seriously,” he told Bild newspaper. 

“It is not ideal for us to be playing an away game in
Belfast right now. They have won all their games so far
and it is always difficult to score goals against such
opponents.” — AFP

‘Stupid’ Jokic ejected
as Spain stun Serbia 
at Basketball WCup 
WUHAN: All-Star Nikola Jokic was ejected for “a stupid
reaction” in the third quarter as strongly fancied Serbia
were stunned 81-69 by Spain to blow the Basketball World
Cup wide open yesterday.

Led by Ricky Rubio of the Phoenix Suns, Spain set up a
quarter-final meeting with surprise packages Poland on
Tuesday while Serbia will need to pick themselves up
quickly for Argentina on the same evening.

Spain and European rivals Serbia had already qualified
for the last eight in China but Group J supremacy and a
supposedly easier game in the next round was at stake.

Serbia, the reigning world and Olympic silver medallists
behind the Americans, had looked imperious in their previ-
ous four matches, but this loss will raise questions about
their title credentials.

Coach Sasha Djordjevic said Spain were the better
team and refused to use the loss of Jokic — turfed out
after yelling at a referee — as an excuse.

But he had harsh words for his key man, saying: “I did
not like the stupid reaction of my player, who should be on
the floor. “We can even lose with him, why not if the other
team is better? But he should stay on the floor and be one
of the leaders.” In one of the most eagerly anticipated
games of the tournament so far, Spain surged back from a
slow start in the first quarter to lead by eight points at
half-time in Wuhan.

Serbia, who had looked the chief threat to the young
roster of reigning champions the US, were rattled for the
first time in China and on their way towards a first defeat.

Midway through the third quarter, their chances of
making a comeback suffered a fatal blow when Denver
Nuggets’ Jokic — one of the World Cup’s biggest names
— was thrown out. The 24-year-old was irritated initially

by the close attentions of Spain’s defence and made his
feelings clear to the officials.

‘WE NEED HIM’ 
The plain-speaking Djordjevic said he had already spo-

ken to Jokic about the incident. “We don’t have time for
long meetings, he knows (he was wrong),” said Djordjevic. 

“He’s a tough kid, one of the greatest right now, (so) we
need him on the floor. “I hope it won’t happen again and
this is a moment for him to grow.” Bogdan Bogdanovic of
the Sacramento Kings was again key for Serbia, keeping

them within range of Spain with 26 points, 10 rebounds
and six assists. Rubio racked up 19 points for the Spanish
while veteran Marc Gasol had six rebounds and six assists.

“They really kicked us today,” said Bogdanovic, who
has been in sparkling form at the World Cup and was
unlucky to be on the losing side. Spain coach Sergio
Scariolo was full of praise for the 27-year-old Bogdanovic,
calling him “ridiculous” and “an unbelievable player”.
Argentina topped Group I — and teed up a meeting with
Serbia — after a dominant 91-65 victory over Poland. Both
had already reached the last eight. — AFP

England maintain 100 percent qualifying record with a 4-0 demolition of Bulgaria 

WR Brown joins 
Patriots after 
Raiders release
LOS ANGELES: Mercurial receiver Antonio Brown is
reportedly headed to the Super Bowl champion New
England Patriots, hours after he was cut by the Oakland
Raiders before he could make his debut with the NFL
stragglers.

Brown posted a photo of himself grinning in a Patriots
uniform on Twitter as US media, including NFL.com,
reported he had agreed to a one-year, $15 million deal
with New England. Brown won’t be eligible to play in the
Pats’ season-opener against the Pittsburgh Steelers on
Sunday because he wasn’t on their roster in time after a
soap-opera Saturday saw him cut, finally, by the Raiders.

The Patriots, led by superstar quarterback Tom Brady,
were apparently undaunted by Brown’s troubles with his
last two teams. Upon being released — as he demanded
— from the Raiders Brown posted on Twitter Saturday:
“The child who is not embraced by the village will burn it
down to feel its warmth”.

The saga of the talented wide receiver has riveted the
NFL through training camps, the tension between Brown
and the Raiders ratcheting up this week as the league
launched its centenary season.

After Brown, irked at being fined for missing training
camp activities, faced off in a heated altercation with
general manager Mike Mayock, the Raiders thought they
had smoothed things over. On Friday, Raiders coach Jon
Gruden said Brown had apologized and he still expected
Brown to start today’s game against the Denver Broncos.

But after Brown again took to social media to air his
discontent on Saturday — demanding in an Instagram
post that the team “release me” the Raiders did just that.
Gruden had come in for criticism for failing to back
Mayock, but the coach said Saturday he was only sorry
to see Brown go.

“We tried every way possible to make it work,”
Gruden said in a press conference at the team’s practice
facility. “I’m sorry it didn’t. I wish Antonio nothing but the
best.” Brown arrived in Oakland in an off-season trade
after an acrimonious end to his tenure with the
Pittsburgh Steelers, where he feuded with quarterback
Ben Roethlisberger and was benched for the final game
of last season. The Raiders snapped him up with a three-
year deal worth a reported $54.1 million.

The 31-year-old seven-time Pro-Bowler was forced
to miss two weeks of training camp in August after

reporting for duty with frostbite on his feet, which he
blamed on a cryotherapy mishap. He vented angrily
against the NFL over new safety regulations forcing
players to switch to a new type of helmet.

The Raiders had welcomed Brown back into the fold
on Friday, after he apologized for the dust-up with
Mayock. But after he was fined for conduct detrimental
to the team, a sanction that would have cost him $30 mil-
lion in guaranteed salary, Brown said he wanted out.

“I have worked my whole life to prove that the system
is blind to see talent like mines (sic),” Brown wrote on
Instagram. “Now that everyone sees it, they want me to
conform to that same system that has failed me all those
years. I’m not mad at anyone. I’m just asking for the
freedom to prove them all wrong. Release me @raiders.
#NOMore” Brown’s agent Drew Rosenhaus soon said
that the player was “looking forward to a new begin-
ning” and the Patriots could certainly be the team to
supply that.

New England have a history of betting on star talent
that has run afoul of other teams. This year their roster
features wide receiver Josh Gordon, who was reinstated
from indefinite suspension under the league’s substance
abuse policy in August. Gordon and Brown now have a
chance to prove themselves — alongside stalwart
receivers Julian Edelman and Demaryius Thomas — as
targets for one of the all-time greats in Brady. — AFP

SAINT-DENIS: Albania’s midfielder Amir Abrashi (L) fights for the ball with France’s midfielder Blaise Matuidi dur-
ing the UEFA Euro 2020 qualifying Group H football match between France and Albania at the Stade de France
stadium in Saint-Denis. — AFP

WUHAN: Vasilije Micic (L) of Serbia takes a shot during the Basketball World Cup Group J second round
game between Spain and Serbia in Wuhan yesterday. — AFP


